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INTRODUCT ION

The dramatic increase in the AFDC rolls from 1960

cause for concern and a new interest in the alternative

1972 has been

wel fare. Unti I

recently, public assistance had been viewed as an income-maintenance suPport

ofr,last resort;r'however, current thinking tends to look at the situation

as containing more of an elernent of choice in the use of welfare. This con-

cept is based on the notion that there are competing ways for low-income

families to manage their maintenance function; welfare is only one of these

ways, and work is another. Congress has also taken this view as can be seen

by the adoption of the Work lncentive Program (Wtll) in 1967 with built-in

budgetary incentives by which the first $30 per month in earning and one-third

of earning thereafter are disregarded in the calculation of assistance support.

Using the assumption that it is possible to make a choice between work

and welfare or some combination of the two, this paper attempts to summarize

some of the fragmented data available on the nature and determinants of the

choice. Many factors do affect the work-welfare choice for AFDC wpmen. This

paper is concerned with labor-force, monetary, and cultural determinants. 0b-

viously, the labor-market structure, its job opportunities, and its i.ncome

yields are of prime importance, but these will not be dealt with here as an

explicit class of determinants. They should be kept in mind as a backdrop

or "givenl which impinges upon and is affected by alI other determinants.

It is relevant to note that a decision about work and welfare rnay not

necessarily be made consciously and with full knowledge of all the:factors

bearing on the outcome. l'loreover, no di rect causal I ink f rorn the var:iable

to
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to the individualrs behavior is posited. The concern is rather with the

general influences in the structure of the work situation, in the economics

of welfare income, and in the culture or subculture which have a bearing on

the aggregate behavior of Iotl-income people.

l. Labor-Force Determinants

The first area that recommends itself as significantly determinant

of whether low-income mothers without male breadwinners will choose to work,

to use welfare, or to do both is the concrete, pertinent job-relevant situa-

tion that such a woman may find herself in. The set of work-related charac-

teristics that she possesses may, indeed, be a primary vantage point for her

and may form the basis of her decision. Two such characteristics are (a) her

work history and (b) her education and skill

A. Work historv. Just a few years ago the mother receiving AFDC was

viewed as completely detached frorn the labor force. lt is now known that

most such women have substantial work histories. In the Burgess and Price

national study of 1950, it was found that 30 percent of AFDC mothers had been

working just before the receipt of AFDC (3:Z5O). PodelI's sample in:New York

City shovled that eight out of ten such mothers had had work experience (25:t6)

Goodmanrs data on 11,000 active, closed, and ineligible cases during 1965'68

noted that more than half the respondents had been employed at some time

during the period (6:ll3). The 1959 Health, Education, and Welfare (xeW)

survey verified that fully 5l percent of the mothers had been employed pre-

viouslv (lg:45, Tabte 38)

In addition to working before and after assistance, a lafge number

of wornen work while receiving assistance. The national HEW estimate of the

proportion of female AFDC recipients at work in 1961,1967,1969, and l97l

has remained at about 14 percent (43:Tabl e 23;34:Table 38i35zTable l9)'
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This proportion may be low, since it reflects certain points in time rather

than a cumulative period. lt is not known to what extent this figure rePre-

sents persons continually combining work and welfare and those working and

receiving assistance only in preparation for leaving the rolls. 0f all cases

closed in 1969, the reason for termination in 13.6 percent wasttemployment or

increased earnings of the motherrr (40:0, Table 9). More detailed studies have

indicated that an even larger proportion of AFDC women combine work and wel-

fare. For example, Burgess and Price showed that even during the receipt of

AFDC, 30 percent of the women were working in some capacity (3zZ5A\ -

The feature that characterizes argreat deal of work both on iind off wel-

fare i s i rregul ari ty. The Burgess and Pri ce study shov'red a great Prepon-

derance of both full-and part-time work done sporadically. Moreover:, the

cornparison of work effort before and during receipt of AFDC reveals that work

while receiving aid was more irregular than previous work. For example, the

proportion of mothers in I'other employment statusrr- the most irregular cate-

gory of work-increase during receipt of AFDC (3:ZlO). The Goodman study also

indicated that mothers used both employment and welfare as either concurrent

or alternate methods of income maintenance.

Few inquiries have been made about whether past work history in the

AFDC population is a predictor of future work. A study in Camden, New Jersey,

in which the same women were interviewed at two points in time, indicated

that'rpast work experience increases the likelihood that a welfare mother will

become a working welfare motherrr (14:lO). This "persistence of labor force

status, a tendency for workers to remain workers and non-workers to remain

non-workers,rr was the strongest single correlation among all variables pre-

dicting labor-force participation (14:15) .
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In the t/isconsin study by Handler and HolIingsworth, Positive atti-
tudes tor*ard work were related to past work. Those mothers who had worked

recently tended to say that they would like to work, in contrast with mothers

who did not have a recent work history. Houlever, the number of years they

had worked in the past was not related to current attitudes (9:9t8-19i. The

Burgess and Price study also showed continuing attachment to work. Seventy-

four percent of the respondents continued in the same employment status,

andbyand|ar9e'labor-forceattachmentpersisted(3:29|

tn summary, it seems that most AFDC mothers do have work experience

either before, during, or after the receipt of public assistance. The actual

histor:y of work is comprised of periods of employment and of less than full-
time, regular work. Public assistance appears to be used either as a sub-

stitute for work or in conjunction with work. Although a work history in

this low-incorne population may not produce cumulative job skills and pro-

gressively higher earnings, it may still act as a detenninant of future work

as a resutt of the apparent persistence of attachment to work. Minimally,

the presence of past work experience makes the choice between work and wel-

fare a more viable one

g. Education and skill. lt has: often been noted that formal education,

translated into job skills that are further represented in occupational level,

is a factor that influences labor-force attachment. Whether this is true

in the case of AFDC recipients and how it is expressed in this context can

be clarified by studying those women on AFDC who do work.

The 1967 AFDC study showed that the working mothers were somewhat

better;educated than the nonworking mothers, in that slightly fewer had less

than twelve years of education and slightly more were high-school graduates.

-4-



As indicated in Table l, the mothers with more education tended to work

fufl-time, and the least educated (zero to eight years) tended to work part-

t ime.

The Gooclnan study also bears out the contention that women on

AFDC are more likely to work and are likely to work more if they have had

more education. The proportion of women who did not work during the thirty-

seven-month period studied went doarn as educational achievenent went up,

although an important exception to this relationship was seen in those women

who worked during the entire thirty-seven-month period. That the latter pro-

portion did not vary with education gives further evidence of the l'persis-

tence of labor force attachmentr' (6:120)

, Education aPPears to have a positive effect on work effort, but

how is it related to occupation? A 1967 characteristics survey shows that

the rusual occupationtrand the education of AFDC nrothers are related posi-

tively until it comes to domestic work. tn this category, there are almost

as many high-school graduates as there' are women with an educational level

of fess than nine years. Approximatelv 32.5 percent of high-school graduates

have done domestic work, and as many as 28 percent of those with some degree

of college education list domestic wor.k as their usual occupation (33:318)'

Table 1

percentage of AFDC Mothers Who VJork--by Education, 1967

Pe rcentage o f Tota I Who t'Jo rk
Yea rs of Educat i on

Tota I Ful I Time Part Time

0-8
g-l I
l2
13 plus . . . . . r ' ' ' ' o I '

15.0
15 .2
| 9.8
23.2

6.0
7.9

| | .0
14.0

9.0
7.3
9.8
9.2

Sotrrcel U.S,, Congress' Senate,
3l:pt.l,p.317).
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Educational level does not apparently have a direct bearing on

occupation. Does occupation, hourever, act as a determinant of work effort?

gne would expect that the lower the occupational level, the less likelihood

of work; but data from the characteristics study show this was not so'

Mothers who usually did private-household work were as likely to work as

those who sought professional work. Compared with the total grouP of AFDC

mothers, working AFDC mothers were more likely to list dornestic service as

the usual occupation. Private-household workers were also much more likely

to work part-time than full-time (ll:llll. In effect, occupational level

did not seem to determine work effort among these wornen

Although more educated women are more likely to work, more likely

to work full-time, and more likely to work more' higher education does not

necessarily determine the occupational: bracket. As a 9rouP, working mothers

had more education than AFDC mothers as a whole, but nevertheless they were

more likely to consider themselves domestic workers. At the same time, the

data show that fairly well-educated women (high-school graduates and above)

did a substantial amount of domestic work and that being in dqnestic work

made work just as probable as being at the professional level ' The Camden

study also bore this out. Among those respondents, education and the anount

of earnings were not related to each other. The study concludes that

'reducation influences the decision to.€nter the working world but either does

not encourage thern (mothers) to work more regularly or does not provide ac-

cess to higher paying jobs" (t4:22).

This discontinuity in the relationships of education, oqcupation,

and work effort can be explained by the dichotomous nature of work on AFDC.

The Burgess and Price study considered race and residence in relat:ion to em-
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ployment. The results reveal sharp differences between North and South'

urban and rural areas, and black and white AFDC mothers' The Southeast and

Southwest sections had the largest proportion of AFDC cases in which the

hornemaker had no schooling. The Southeast had the lowest Proportion of

women who had gone beyond the eleventh grade (l:Zt+77. The South also af-

forded the greatest preponderance of mothers in domestic work, done largely

by black women (l:Z+A;. Black women worked more in rural than in unban

areas. conversely, the higher-skilled jobs, held mostly by white wQrnen,

were found in the North in larger metropolitan areas. The white wornen worked

more in urban than in rural areas. A much larger proportion of black wornen

worked during receipt of AFDC than did white women (l:lo)

There is sorne doubt whether educational achievernent has the same

effect on work patterns among blacks as it does among whites' Podell:!s study

found that the positive relationship between education and work history held

for white but not for black women (25$il. A recent study by opton, in

california, found that education was relevant to rrcurrent employment statusrl

and ntotal work timerrmeasures, but that this educational advantage did not

apply as much to black as to white welfare mothers (23266)

The linear association of education, occupation, and work effort

is disturbed in the case of AFDC mothers by such factors as job discrimina-

tion, which nullifies the effects of education on occupation; cultural

patterns that lead to the rrrevalence of certain occupations and that also

focus on income accrual rather than on occupational mobility; a Persistence

of labor-force attachment as part of a female work ethic; and welfare policy

that almost mandates work in certain southern rural areas where mainly agri-

cultural work is available. These factors, in an AFDC population which was
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and has been over 4! percent black, may be more determinant of raork and wel-

fare patterns than education and skill
This thesis about the twofold nature of work on AFDC might also

help to explain the fol lowing paradox. In recent years, the educational

and skill levels and the amount of earnlngs of AFDC mothers have risen. In

1967, only 15.9 percent of AFDC women had completed high school but had not

gone further. By 1971, this figure was 19 percent (34:faUle 4o;36:Table 23).

In f95l ,7.7 percent of the mothers were designated as ilskilled, blue-collarrr;

in 1968, 26 percent were so listed (17:13). Average monthly earnings of the

mother in AFDC families with incorne from raork rose from $54.09 in 196l to

$zzt.25 in l97l (43:faute 50; 36:Table 56). Despite the growth ln:education,

sklll, and earnlngs, the proportion of AFDC mothers who cornbine work and

welfare has remained the same: from 13 to 14 percent frorn 196l to l97l

(43:faUt e 23; 34:Table 38; 35:Table l9; 36:Table 2l).

: Although the proportion working has remained stable, there has been

an Increase In full-time work (from 4.6 percent in 196l to 8.3 percent in

lgTl): ind a corresponding decrease in part-time r,rprk (43;faUle 23; 36;Table 2l)

This change can be explained by the increasing educational and skill levels

of alt AFDC mothers and of those who are at work (37:taUle 28). As noted be-

fore,:the more education, the more ful:l-time work. The other half of the

proposition, however--that the more educated women are more likely to work--

has nst increased the total proportion at work. The interpretation qf this

phenomenon may be found in the North-South dichotomy. "'

Table 2 was drawn up to examine the trends in work effort of AFDC

mothers by reglon. From 196l to 1971,: the proportion of AFDC mothers in the

l'liddle Atlantic states who were working increased, while the proportion in
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the southern states decreased. In the North, the proportion in full-time

work multiplied almost five times, whereas the ProPortion in full-time ulork

in the south increased only slightly. conversely, the proportion in part-

time work increased only slightly in the North, but decreased radically in

the South. tn effect, in the North there was an increase in the ProPortion

of AFDC mothers working and working full-time, while there was a decrease in

the proportion working in the South

Table 2

Comparison bf t'torking AFDC Mothers in Two Regions, in Percentages

Rel igion and Date Tota I
Ful | -Time

Wo rk
Pa rt-T i me

Wo rk

Middle Atlantic
196l . . o . . . . o , . o . . 3'7
WAI . . . . . . . . ' ' ' 'l ' ' 6'9
1969 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.0
lgTl . . . o ' ' ' ' ' ' o ' ' B'5

South At I ant i c
196l . . . . . . . . . . . ' ' ' 2l '9
1967 . . . . . . . . . o . . . . 20.6
1969 . . . . . . . . . . . . . , lB.3
lgTl . . . . . . ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' lB'8

l.l
3.8
5.1
5.4

8.5
9.6
9.3

10.4

2.6
3.1
2.9
3. I

.

13 .4
I1 .0
9.0
8.4

Sou rces :

of Fami I
$t+, pt.
Fi nd i ngs

U.S. , Departmeni of neal th, Education and Wel fare, Characteri stics
ies Receiving Aia (43, tabl e zil, Findinss of t!9 1967 AIDC SIYaV
i, ;;;i;'iiji, riniingr of the t96g AFDC studv (35, pt. l, table 19),
oi th. l97l AFDC Study (36, pt. l, table 2l)

| | . Monetary Dgterminants

Decisions about incorne maintenance must essentially ernerge from three

sources: the labor market, the welfare system, and the individualtslpersonal

situation. Both wage levels and welfare-benefit levels react with cultural

and labor-force variables to affect income-producing actions of low-income

people, Aspects of labor and welfare policy other than the financial also
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serve to affect work and welfare decisions. This section deals only with

the contribution of the welfare system to such decisions, as exPressed in

wel fare income.

A. tJelfare benefits. Welfare benefits have risen continuously in

recent years. The national average AFDC monthly payment per recipient in-

creased fronr 527.45 in 1950 to $43.85 in June 1969, or almost 50 percent'

Using an nadjusted dol lar amounttr to reflect real purchasing poler: results

in an average monthly payment in 1950 of $26.65, rising to $34.35 by 1969,

a 29 percent increase (42:33).

Benefits have risen, not only absolutely, but in relation to in-

come from work. A comparison of average earnings for a family of four and

the average monthly payment per AFDC recipient from 196Z to 1970 shows that

earnings increased by only 36 percent; while the AFDC payment increased by

60 percent (1822il. This national increase is reflected in New York City,

where Durbin compared welfare income with wages. She discovered that during

the l960s,,welfare benefits increased more than average wages in manufactur-

ingr more than the minimum wage and more than the average or maximum unem-

ployment compensation benefits.rt The welfare allowance by 1967 had risen 40

percent above its l962 level, while average wages had risen only ll percent

and minimum wages, l0 percent. Durbin also noted the many benefits-in-kind'

such as medical services, which must be added to the grant to determine real

wel fare i ncorne (5:6, 821 .

A further refinement of the comparison is contained in a Department

of Labor study showing that earnings in the occupational grouPs in which AFDC

mothers are distributed had risen only 4 percent a year between 1959 and

1967 while between l95l and 1967 the average AFDC payment Per family rose

5.5 per:cent a year. lt concludes that "the markedly lower growth rates in
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earnings and income suggest that it would be even more difficult now than

in the earlier period for welfare recipients to earn as much as they could

receive from al I sources whi le on wel farerr (44:8) .

Given the rise in welfare benefits, both absolutely and in rela-

tion to earnings, it is not surprising that the number of AFDC recipients

has risen so dramatically. During the period 1965-70, expenditures for AFDC

payments in all states combined went up 155.4 percent. Higher average pay-

ments accounted for 52 percent of this rise; and increase in recipients,

for 48 percent. When asked to give their interpretation of the increase in

recipients for I 969-70(ZZ.t+ percent in total), seventeen states gave I'higher

assistance standardsrr as a reason(41:6).

Although there is consensus that higher benefits produce more re-

cipients, there appears to be some disagreement about the nature of this

process. Two possible interpretations can be elicited from the literature.

One is therrpool of eligiblesrrinterprslation, which notes that, when grant

Ievels become higher, more people become technically eligible for.welfare,

since they have less income than the welfare Payment; the other might be

called therrdesirability" interpretation, which says that higher grant levels

make welfare more desirable as contrasted with other types of incorne, notably

income frorn work

David Gordon, who favors the 'rpool of eligibles" interpretation,

explains the effect of higher benefits in New York City. In view of the

income distribution, with large groups of people in dense low-income.cate-

gories, even a slight rise in the benefit results in the creation of a very

large number of new eligibles (z:at;. Durbin also attributes at least part

of the rise in recipients to the higher benefits. However, she also con-

sidersrrdesirabilityt'as a determinant and citesrrimprovements in the real
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value of welfare income relative to labor market earningsil as a factor in

the increase (S:t+31. In another study of the rise in welfare in New York

City, Will iam A. Johnson concludes'that I'more appl icants are attracted by

welfare assistance the more remunerative this assistance is; it supports'

in other words, the assertion that welfare applicant behavior is economically

rational .r' (13:Appendix l2) .

A study jointly conducted by the Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare and the New York State Department of Social Services compared

wage levels, welfare-grant levels, and the extent of the use of AFDC in large

cities. Wages were defined as therraverage best wagestrthat an AFDC wornan

could make, and the I'AFDC poor ratertwas a measure of the number of AFDC cases

per thousand persons in a city. The study was sumrna rized as fol lows: trThe

relation between the difference in the average best wages and grant level and

the AFDC poor rate proved to be statistically significant. As AFDC grants

approached what the woman could actually receive in the labor market' more

and more of thenr tend to choose AFDC.T' The size of the grant in relation to

wages was related to the number of recipients in each citY (32:431.

Exactly how higher benefits are converted to more welfare recipients

is not made explicit in either interpretation, but, in fact, each implies a

very different process. In the t'pool of eligiblesrr concept, the assumption

is that certain people have certain incomes (probably from work) which fall

sornewhat above the welfare-benefit level, and they are therefore not eligible

for welfare until the welfare benefit becomes higher than work income. At

that point, they are eligible and may decide to apPly for welfare. The de-

termining factor is that the welfare benefit has now reached a level higher
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than their income. Gordon comments as follows:

During the recent years in which grants were raised to those
leveli, thousands of poor families in New York City suddenly
became I'eligibleil for welfare in the simple sense that their
total dispoiable incomes now fell below what they were eligible
to receive through welfare benefits or supplernentary grants.
Many of these families naturally decided to claim what the state
had to offer (Z:4t1.

This formulation contains the notion that applicants are applYing'

not for the full welfare benefit, but for a partial benefit supplementary

to their income from work. This, in effect, means that they will retain their

previousworkbehaviorwhiIeonassistance.Gordone|aborates:
gnce that decision was made, a choice of welfare options--
whether the husband should desert and the wife should apply
for AFDC or the husband should remain and the entire family
apply for l-lome Rel ief--was relatively secondary (Z:at1.

The two options under the I'pool of el igiblesil theory are (a) the

woman will go on AFDC, continue to work, and receive supplementary assist-

ance; or (b) both mother and father will go on general assistance, the father

will continue to work, and the family will receive supplementary assistance.

In the I'desirabil ity" theory, which pits the welfare benefit against

income frorn work, the implication is that, when the welfare grant reaches a

certain level, a rational decision is made that income from work is not horth

the effort. Prospective applicants, therefore, change their previous work

behavior. They cease work or, if not working, refrain frorn finding work.

In this.case, there are three different options: (") the woman in the fenrale-

headed family will stop work, go on AFDC, and receive a full grant; (b) in

the intact family either the father or the mother or both will cease work and

go on general assistance for a full grant; and (c) there will be a I'fiscal

abandonmentrror pretended desertion; that is, the woman (if sfre had worked

before) will stop working and receive a full grant in AFDC, and the man will

continue to work and contribute his incorne, which will not be budgeted.

- l3 -



whether the effect of higher benefits is. that people seek sup-

plementary assistance while continuing to work or that they stop work and

seek full assistance is salient to this discussion. Some insight into this

issue may be obtained from data on nonassistance income and income from

motherst employment, shown in Table 3.

Table 3

Comparison of AFDC Famil ies with Nonassistance Income and Income from
Mot'her's Employment, for the united states and New York city, in

Percentages

re' Characteristics
of Famif ies Receiving Aid (43, faUle 49), Findings of .the 1967 AFDC Stlly
(34,pt.2,Table ll5), Findings-of the l969 AFDC Siudy (35,pt. 2, Table 74),
Flnifings'of the t97i AFDc Siudy (36,pt.2, Table 59); u.s. congress, House,
Report of Findings of special Review (lz;lo, Table l2); Durbin, t.Ielfare
Income and Employment (l:45;.

lf the I'pool of eligibles" interpretation is adequate, this per-

centage of families having other income, including income frorn mothersr em-

ployment, should have increased as the number of recipient families increased.

The figures in Table 3 show no sizable increases in either categorYi nationally

or in New York City. There was a slight increase in the proportion of fami-
:

lies with income from motlrersr employment. The proportion of women who worked

while on welfare also remained the same, although there was a small change in

the direction of full-time work (43:Table 23; Table 38;35:Table l9;36: Table 2l),

but not enough to exPlain the increase in recipients

t96l 1967 t969 | 971

Un i ted States
Families with nonassistance income . .

Families with income from mother's em-
ployment . . o . . . . , . . . . . .

New York City
Families with nonassistance income . '
Families with income from mother's €lTl-

ployment . , . . . . . . . . . . ' .

44. B

| 2.5

44 .5

2.3

45.2

13.4

33.9

4.4

44. o

| 3.7

6.5

40.5

13 .7
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The case for supplementation and the retention of work behavior

appears questionable under these circumstances. A more conclusive determi-

nation could be made if data were available on the specifics of work behavior

of new recipients both before and during receipt of AFDC. Without such data,

one can draw no substantive conclusion except to point out the need for such

documentation and its importance in ascertaining the effect of welfare

policy (in this case benefit levels) on decisions about the use of work and

wel fare.

B. Income disreqards. lt is customary to think that before the 1967

amendments, which called for disregarding a certain proportion of the AFDC

motherrs employment income in computing the welfare Payment, there was a 100

percent rrtaxrr on earnings, that is, that every dollar earned was automatically

deducted from the assistance check. In fact, rrwork-relatedt' expenses have

been disregarded in varying degrees by most states. In general, these exPenses

consist of deductions from the salary check and additional personal needs con-

nected with working.

In many states, work expenses added up to a substantial amount of

money. In Wisconsin, before the 1967 amendments, an automatic $lO per month

bras exempted for work expenses, and additional exPenses could be deducted as

needed. Handler and Hollingsworth describe a I'typical exPense allowancerr for

a month in one county as the automatic $40 work expense, $64 for child care'

$10 for transportation, and $Z for miscel laneous items, or $l 16 in al I (gzgZl).

In New York City, work expenses inclu:ded carfare; lunches; extra allowance

for food, clothing, and personal care; union dues; taxes; and socrial security.

Durbin cites an estimated average of $80 per month and notes that; the real

value of the assistance income must have included these allourances (5:93).
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Work-related expenses were not the only form of disregarded in-

come before 1967. In many states in which the AFDC grants covered only a

percentage of need, ahY earned income less than the difference between the

amount of the payment and the standard of need was disregarded' Hausman says

that "a substantial minorityil of clients Iived in such states (ll:60, n' 3)'

Genevieve carter wrote in 1968 that there were twenty such states, represent-

ing 25 percent of the national AFDC caseload. she correlated this informa-

tion with the proportion of mothers working in each state in 196l and con-

cluded that'rmore AFDC mothers were employed in the States with em;iloyment

incentives than in States that did not permit earnings to supplement in the

AFDC payment" (4:8) .

fl pertinent asPect of the use of these'rdisregardsil is the extent

to which people knew about them. Handler and Hollingsworth found that only

thirty-one percent of the recipients in their sample knew about Wisconsin's

earned-income policy (mentioned above) and about actual dollar amounts that

woufd be deducted, whereas 53 percent had the Process correct but the wrong

dollar amounts. Most significantly, knowledge of the pol icy was not assoc-

iated with either being currently employed or seeking or wanting work(9:9ZO-ZZ}

In contrast to the varying ways of treating earned income before the

1967 amendments, Congress at that time instituted a national across-the-board

mandatory policy of disregarding the first $30 and one-third of the remaining

monthly employment income. This rule Was, in fact, established to act as a

work incentive for AFDC mothers in response to the alleged disincentive ef-

fects of the imputed previous 100 percent tax on earnings.

Just as in the case of work expenses, the degree of knowledge about

the current policy is significant. In a recent study, Solarz concluded that

rmost respondentswere unaware of even:the most general meaning of the provision
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some six months after it went into effect" (:O:tg). Similarly, Opton reported

as fol lov,ls:

Most AFDC mothers do not know with any degree of
clarity how much of any earnings they would be al-
louued to keep, and how much would be deducted from
thei r wel fare grants. The cornplexity of the cornPu-
tations required by welfare regulations makes it
impossible, for all practical purPoses, for an/one
but a professional caseworker to estimate the financial
consequences of taking a job (Z3z196) -

Since this phase of the 1967 amendments went into effect nationally only in

.,luly 1969, there are no significant data to answer the obvious question of

whether these disregards did, in fact, act as work incentives: Did more AFDC

wornen work and did those who worked work more than before? The Ninety-first

Congress asked the same questions, and the information forthconring was tentative

and incomplete. 0n the basis of eleven months of experience' lllinois reported

that (a) there was an increase in the number of cases with budgeted employment

income (sorne was attributed to increase in the total caseload and some to cases

continued which would have been closed by having reached the break-even point

under the earlier policy); (b) there was a decrease in the amount of employment

income budgeted (that is, more income was now disregarded); and (c) the number

of cases closed because of employment or increased earnings decreased (J3:1012-14)

Another piece of evidence presented to Congress was that, frqn 1967

to 1969, the proportion of employed recipients rose in the four states studied:

lllinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New York; but only two of these states,

lllinois and ohio, had the disregard in effect in 1969. The conclusion was that

rrfactors other than the earnings disregard brought about the increase in the

other two states and may have been operative also in the two states that had

the earnings disregard" (33:1012)
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Nationally, only 13.9 percent of mothers were at work in 19Vl while

in receipt of AFDC, a proportion very close to the 1969 figure. The proportion

r^rorking ful l-time, however, had increased sl ightly, f rqn 7.1 percent to 8.3

percent (36:faUle 2l). lt is difficult to evaluate the signific;,nce of these

data because the time period was so short. The disregards became mandatory

in Jul y 1969, and the findings of the survey were based on AFDC status in

January 1971. 0ther factors, such as the high unernployment rate, may also af-

fect the reliability of the data. Finally, since these figures reflect the

situation at one point in time, it is not clear what factors were nrost ir:-

fl uenced

From the tentativeness of the above data, it is not possible to knour

whether the 1969 disregards have, in fact, increased work effort. Even if they

have, however, it does not appear that they would result in arrwork onlyrrde-

cision. The lllinois experience, mentioned above, brings to light almost all

the problenrs inherent in the disregard provision. Even in 1965, without the

new ruling, from two-thirds to one-half of AFDC recipients could not earn enough

to match the welfare payment (ll:60-65). The disregards push that payment up

to a tevel that would require even more earning power. A paper frorn the lllinois
Department of Public Aid states that it is "unlikely that an AFDC case can be

closed under any foreseeable elevationr in the earning potential of AFDC recip-

ients,rrand that lllinois cannot close an AFDC case of a four-person family

until the earnings reach $9,500 a year (12:8). A study of the potential effects

of the disregards in Michigan concludes that I'it is unlikely that many AFDC

recipients will be able to obtain jobs with earnings high enough to rernove them

from AFDC el igibil ity." In addition, the report continues:

There is strong incentive for the AFDC mother not to earn an
income high enough, even if she could, to reach the zero grant
point. This results from the fact that certain additional
services provided by the AFDC Program are lost once the client
leaves the program. The major services are child care and
medical services (2o27).
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Al I this veers tor^rard the prediction that, instead of leading to

self-support and the option of work only, the disregards, if effective, will

lead to sorne combination of work and welfare, thereby keeping people on AFDC.

Indeed, the data given to Congress by lllinois, as tentative as they are on

other points, affirmatively state thatrrthere was no question...that the in-

crease (of families with earnings) was due in part to the retention of greater

numbers of farnilies in the program than in the past as a direct result of the

new policytt (33:t012-13). lJhen asked to account for the rise in AFDC cases

from June 1969 to June 1970, nineteen states gave the earnings disregard as

a reason (41 : t 3) .

0bservers also believe, however, that the disregards should encourage

the AFDC mother to work. One writer points out that "if AFDC recipients are

as interested in obtaining maximum economic security as the data seem to indi-

cate, a high percentage of recipients can be expected to go to work and to

combine low earnings with supplementary incorne from publ ic assistancer' (32:44\.

Handler and Hollingsworth concur that t'there will now be strong incentives for

the recipients to supplement their grants with employment earnings!' (gzgl8').

The earnings disregards not only affect work and welfare decisions;

they also impinge upon those who are at work only. Just as they create incen-

tives for working AFDC recipients to remain on AFDC, they also make AFDC both

available and attractive to working nonrecipient female heads of households.

The Michigan study points out that the monthly financial incentive to enter or

stay on AFDC comes to $312 for a one-child family earning $100 per month and

to as much as $461 for a three-child family earning $:iOO per month (ZO:tO).

Infomation presented to the Senate Finance Committee during discuss ions of

the Family Assistance Act compares the net disposable incomes of four-Person
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welfare and nonwelfare families earning the same amount in several states.

In New York, for example, a family earning $383 while on welfare will end up

with $461 monthly total in@me, whereas a nonwelfare fanily with the same

earnings will net only $313 (33:201).

This inequity ls further compounded by the policy of eligibility
for AFDC for families not on welfare. Unless a family has been receiving

AFDC within four rnonths before application, it must be eligible without the

appl ication of the disregards; that is, its income must fal I belot,l,: the grant'

not considering the disregards. In short, the disregard rule cannot be a test

of eligibility for those outside the system, but it operates to afford a bonus

to thse wlthin it. The Michigan study sees this pol icy as rrobviously an at-

ternpt: to prevent entry into the progra{n,rr which could be viewed as: rrdiscrim-

inating: heavily against the non-AFDC vuorking poorr' (20:9)

Inequity aside, the potential effect of such a provision on the work-

welfare decision is clear. A woman who is working and who wants to increase

her income by obtaining welfare benefits will have to stop work tanporarily

or work much less in order to become el igible. The net effect of the earnings

disregar:d, then, is that although it should encourage those on welfare to work,

It would be equally influential in encouraging those not on welfare to stop

work and avail themselves of welfare. :

While the earnings disregard may have an effect on the decision to

r^lork andlor use welfare, there is still another type of disregard that can

affect the pattern of work and welfare: This disregard concerns income earned

on an:lrregular or sporadic basis, incorne that cannot be depended upon for

continued and total support of the family but that, nevertheless, increases

total incqne. Piore says of this supplementary inccrne that, although it ilmay

enable some families to live well above the welfare standard, the welfare pay-
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ment is probably essential to the families' survivaltt (24:13).

This kind of incqne can be disregarded in three different ways. lt

may be either not budgeted, not reported by the caseuorker, or not reported

by the client. Some'states take the first option; they legitimate a route

by which such income can be declared yet not budgeted. In Massachusetts, it

is called',casual incomerrand deflned as any amount that is [not received

periodically or continuouslyrrand thatttcannot be cornputed or predicted over

a period of time.n In Wisconsin, this is cal led rrinconsequential income.rl

This kind of disregard may encourage the client to choose sporadic and irreg-

ular work rather than regular work. In states in which there is no such dis-

regard, therrthirty and one-third'r earnings disregard may fulfill the: function

of encouraging this kind of ralork pattern, since the proportion of earnings

taken lnto account in budgeting goes up past the $30 point

when supplementary incorne is:not legitimated, it still may be dis-

regarded by the caseworker. Handler and Hollingsworth found that in Wisconsin

many working mothersrrkept a good deal of their earnitrgSrt'that the earned-

incqne policy was not being uniformly enforced, and that caseworkers tended

to exercise thelr discretion and treat a great deal of earned incor.ne as rrihcoh-

sequential,rrwhether or not it technically fell into that category' Handler

and lol I ingsworth further speculated that rrbecause of lack of enforcement, the

earned-income pol icy does not have a disincentive effectrr (92922).

The thi rd route for disregarding supplanentary or i rregular: incofne

is failure of the client to report it.. The kind of tarork done to earn irregular

and sporadic income is equally irregular and sporadic and lends itself to a

t,flexibillty of disclosurerr that is consistent with not rePorting (28:ll) ' In

additlon, the welfare machinery for budgeting such income (a system geared
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to regu I ar budget deduct i ons) wou I d

confused and in a state of arrears i

reported. This is probably why some

for not budget i ng such i ncome .

I eave the cl i entr s grant cont i nuousl y

f th i s type of i ncome were consc i ent i ous I y

states have instituted a legitimate route

There appears to be some evidence that unreported irregular income is

disregarded. In New York city, where no such disregard exists officially,

earned income, whether knov,ln to the caseworker or not, is in some par:t dis-

regarded. One study showed that 3 percent of the cases studied were ineli-

gible because the famil ies had income in excess of need, and that over two-

thfrds of these had this excess because of earnings (3Zzl7ll. The possibil-

ity of earning small or irregular income that is not budgeted and is there-

fore an addition to the welfare grant may act as an incentive for women al-

ready on AFDC to remaln there and to reject regular employment either alone

or as budgeted into the welfare grant.

It ts clear that all the earned-income disregards, taken together, add

up to a substantial amount and affect the work-welfare decision. As dlscussed

above, they should tend to encourage the cornbination work-welfare choice and

discourage the choices that involve work only or welfare only' The disregards

also have an influence on the work or.welfare patterns that emerge' The

national figures on work in AFDC may have increased in the direction of full-

time employment as a result of the "thirty and one-thirdrrrule, which pemlts

supptementation of the higher salaries earned by full-time work' 0n the

other hand, the disregards may also make part-time and sporadic work.more

feasible, since work that was previously unreported may novl be declared and

disregarded under the I'thirty and one-thirdrr provision.
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Cul tural Determinants

Even when the impact of the above structural determinantq on the work-

welfare choice is considered, there still remains a residual area of influence

not accounted for by such concrete considerations as welfare benefits and oc-

cupational levels. This area represents or reflects the life-style or culture

of one group of people for whom this choice is necessary and feasible. No

doubt the AFDC populatlon contains many types of families, but a predominant,

seemingly large sector within it can be singled out as forming a t'culturalrr
Iunlt having a specific way of life.' This group has been described as the

r,female-basedrr household, in which rrserial monogamy" is the mating:pattern

(Zt:6). Walter B. Miller describes the group asrrhard-corerrand the cultural

system asrrlower-class.rr Miller estimated the size of this group in the United

States population to be about 25 nillion in 1958, and he saw it as increasing.

Although the principal indicator of any cultural unit is life-style, a

concept that does not easily lend itself to quantification, some other measures,

such as the prevalence of female-headed families and births out of wedlock, can

I
In this section of the paper, I will deal only with the proponents of the

cultural point of vievu who, in essence, posit atrculture of poverty.rr In very
basic terms and in the words of Oscar Lewis, its originator, a cultufe of
poverty isrra design for living within the constraints of Poverty, passed down
from generation to generation, thereby achieving stability and persistencerl
(tO:179). Without delving into the fine points of cultural theory, it can be
stipulated that a culture contalns at least the following basic dimensions:
(a)'a consistent core of average behavior (what most people do), (b) a social-
iring capacity, (c) a normative function (what.is good and bad), (d) a certain
relalionship between behavior and values, and (t) iome resistance to change.
These five dimensions or attrlbutes of.culture can be posed against therrcon-
stralnts of povertyrr and what all "culture-of-poverty'' adherents agree is
basic: that a major factor in shaping the other elements.of its culture is
the economic situation of the family (l)
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be used to define the significance and size of therrhard-corerrsector of

American society here being discussed. tn the United States in l960, g.g

percent of all families were fenrale-headedi 8.7 percent of the white and

22.4 percent of noni^lhite famil ies were in this category. ln 1968, 10.6 per-

cent of all families were female-headed, and 8.9 Percent of whltes and 26.4

percent of nonwhites were so designated (31:36). The illegitimate birth-

rate went frorn 5.J percent in 1960 to 6.8 percent in 1964 to 9.0 Percent in

1967 $l:50). This group, if these rrhard measuresil are to be taken as indi-

cators, is indeed sizable and also increasing.

Within AFDC, national statistics show that familles in which the father

is not married to the mother increased from 21.3 percent in 196l to 27.9 Per-

cent in 1969, and families broken by divorce, separation, or dese.rtlon in-

creased from 40.5 percent in 196l to 43.3 percent in 1969 (43:Table:12;

35:Table 13). In addition,45 percent of all AFDC famllies in 1969 had at

least one illegitimate child, and 28.1 percent were families in which there

was one mother of all the children but two or more different fathers (35:taUtes 37

and 38).

tf we are to characterize this group as having arrdistinctive cultural

systemrt (Zt:6), it is clear that there is such a group both in the population

at large and in AFDC, a group of no small proportions whose size appears to

be expanding. The AFDC program reflects the large t'loler-classrr group and

also draws upon it for a significant part of its clientele. The question of

whether the program itself aids in sustaining such a group has been raised by

some observers.

In order to evaluate the features of this life-style which are relevant

to the work and wetfare decisions at issue here it would be fruitful to locate
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those elements within this culture which are consistent with such choices.

The social sciences have contributed descriptions of therrlower class,rrbut

there ls little focus on the use of welfare and on work for wo{nen in this

content. lt is necessary, therefore, to explore more general characteristics

that can be associated with the use of work and welfare. This is not to say

that they are not pertinent but that the link to work and welfare has not been

forged by observers who are interested primarily in culture. Three strands

of behavior described in the literature seem to be meaningful--the male-female

conflict, the transmission of a welfare culture, and the meaning of inccrne.

A. The male-female confl ict. The ttserial monogamyrr mating pattern and

the fernale-based household are the result of a family structure that consists

of legal marriages that dissolve and nonlegal unions that occur alone or are

lnterspersed with marriages. In both cases, welfare provides a choice. lt
permlts the man to leave the family unit by providing an economic alternative

to his being there. In 1965, Moynihan pointed to the'rpathologicalrrnature

of Negro family structure as the root cause of welfare dependency. The failure

of the male to assume the usual functions of support and the reversal of roles

between men and women lay behlnd a way of life which depended heavily on wel-

fare (ZZ). lt was the manrs inability or unwillingness to be the breadwinner

that caused the need for the family to:use AFDC.

Two years earlier, on the basis of a small empirical study, Kronick

had concluded that women on AFDC were on welfare because they had failed in

their basic relationships, especially the marital relationship. She cited

their:r'difficulty encountered in human relationships which is not unrelated to

thelr difficulties in financial managementrr and the I'social and psychological

pathology which ls impinging upon the relationships that the ADC women estab-

fished with other individualsr' (t6237). To 6e1[ Moynihan and Kronlck, it ap-
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pears that the fanily has somehow failed as a unit, and AFDC is utilized to

compensate for thls failure.

Later proponents of a less evaluative concept of the I'culture of poverty,rl

such as Rainwater and Hannerz, explain the breakup of the lower-class family

as a result of a great deal of marital discord and a virtual "battle of the

sexes.rr Hannerz poses two models of behavior in the ghetto; therrmainstreamrl

model, which is closely allied to the dorninant culture of society, and the

rrghetto-specif ictr rnodel , which is the poverty subculture in operation. He ex-

plains the failure of marriage in this way:

The confl ict element in the male-female union ls
probably particularly dependent on the fact that
unions of ghetto-specific forms are continuously:
compared, if only implicitly, to the mainstream
npdel of marriage for whlch the ghetto-specific
ascribed resources are a poor basis (10:102).

The lower-class wife makes demands upon the husband that, due to the

economic circumstances in which he finds himself, he cannot fulfill. Liebow

describes ghetto men as follows: rrConvinced of their inadequacies, not only do

they not seek out those few better-paying jobs which test their resources, but

they actively avoid them, gravitating in a mass to the menial, routine jobs

which offer no challenge--and therefore pose no threat--to the already diminished

lmages they have of themselvesrr (19:54). The marriage founders on t!.ro counts:

rrThe econonic marginality of husbands seemed generally to be converted into a

moral issue; the wlves maintain not that their husbands cannot but that they

wiff not support them" (262174). In addition, the husband begins to partake

of therrstreet lifert--gambling, drinking, and seeking out other women as sexual

partners. The wife asks the husband to leave. Rainwater found that 60 percent

of his sample had marriages broken by divorce or separation (of these, 40 per-

cent for sexual infidelity), and i n 2l percent of these cases, the husband would
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not support the family or would not work (262170). However, separation ap-

peared not to have the onerous implications that it has for other women'

Ralnwater explai ns further:

Pirt of the womanrs passivity has to do with her per-
ception of the husband as not particularly valuable even
if he were to end his disloyal activities. She does not
perceive herself to be as dependent_on her husband as
does the white lower-class wife. She does not generally
i"g"ra her husband as a good provider and-she knows that
sh! can probably scrape by with work or with family.and
welfare support even if the marriage is termlnated (Z6z173l.

For the wofnan, taken-for-grantedness involves most centrally
the knowledge that she can head a household if she must'
that this ii not a remarkable event in her world, and that
her culture provides techniques and support for doing this
(z6z165).

This model of self-sufficiency--of being able to do without the husband--

is buttressed by the availability of welfare, which acts not only as a source

of economic sustenance but also as a paternal or caretaking institution substi-

tuting for the missing male. Bernardrs 1964 study of AFDC women quotes them

as saying that lflotherts Aid is a better husband, anyway' because you can count

on itn (l:57). Kronick, too, sees welfare as filIing the gaP that a wornanrs

inadequacy in relationships has created. Certainly, welfare is a more secure

source of incorne than the rrerrantn husband could have provided.

After the woman is separated from her husband for some time, a comnon Pat-

tern is to take on a rrboyfriend," and, in time, perhaPs several mofe' The woman

may now begin to look I ike her male counterpart. I t shou I d be remembe red , how-

ever, that for her a close and permanent relationship with a husband has failed'

She then contents herself with relationships that contain less cofirnitment, with

nextra-residential unions, often of short duration.rr Rainwater wrote:

The extent may vary to which the boyfri"n9-contributes to or
takes frorn the material assets of the famlly' In some cases
it"-r"n may make direct and regular money contributl'ons, and

ii oif,"r ""r", he makes regulai purchases of particular goods
(26:r8r).
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Bernard found that one-thlrd of his respondents received financial help

from rtboyfriends.r' In addi tion to provi di ng f Inancial hel p, the f ri end prc-

vldes an emotionally ilsaferr relationship:

For her part, the woman is not forced to set standards for
fris Uetravior that he obviously will not be able to meet'

:":.:1,:"?I fi:ii ;l:;: li:; ff"?5Til:".:"H";:'il313'?i
the relationship were legitimated (262187) '

Thls ls not to imply that the friend does not become the father of another

chlld, whlch he may or may not support.or which he may support sporadically'

He may, In fact, not even acknolledge the chlld to be his. The friend, then'

appears to afford the dual financial asset of providi'ng sone measure.of supPort

addltional to work or welfare income without interfering with ellgibility for

AFDC.

The particular varlety of male-female relationship described here is

pecullar to the lower class that makes up a large part of the population-at'

rlsk In AFDC. The confl ict and subsequent breakup of the marriage: (or nonlegal

unlon) and the availability of welfare aPPear to reinforce each other in the

ppocess that produces decisions to use welfare, although the causal sequence

between the variables is not clear. lf, as Ralnwater says, the wornan does not

depend on the man because she knows that she can manage with either work or wel-

fare, the breakup of the marriage or other such relationship may, in: fact' lead

to elther route--work or welfare. In both cases, it is the loss of the male

breaduufnner that makes such a choice necessary

B . The cu I tu re a round and -gbovg :!{e! JAre. Many observers of I oweF-cl ass

a I oweF-cl ass nei ghborhood.

intercourse in two-thirds of

knowf edge i s transmi tted.

I i fe have noted the i ntens i ty of i nteract i on i n

Kronickrs study found this high degree of social

her sample. Troubles are shared, help is given,
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Knoryledge about welfare permeates this kind of conrnunity. Kronick wrote that

ulnformatfon regarding public assistance is so Pervasive in this population

that a singte (referral) service cannot be isolatedrr (16:t*). The avallabil-

fty of AFDC as a resource is known, not only because of hlgh interaction and

cormunicatlon, but also because of high use. In describing a thetto community,

Valentine said: r,Every (welfare) check day truly galvanizes Blackston, first

wlth expectation, then with delayed connrercial and credit transactlons, and

finally with celebrations.rr He went on to say: rrlf those who benefit indirectly

are Included, there can be little doubt that a majority of our Afro-American PoP-

ulatlon and perhaps of the whole cormunity, galn some portlon of their liveli-

hood frqn the welfare systemrr (45:30). I'lelfare is not only known and used but

also accepted. Kriesberg found that only 5 percent of all the rpthers he studied

(tncluding nonulelfare rothers) said they would thlnk urcrse of mothers for going

'on welfare (15:149). Bernard, too, found welfare an acceptable alternative

affng his resPondents

' ln addition to the culturerraround,r'which harbors a great deal of know-

tedge and use of welfare, there is also the culture ilabovertrwhich is expressed

In the concept of intergenerational dependency on welfare. Both the horizontal

and the vertical elements of culture are pertinent to the transmission of a

ti,rel fare cutture.rr In this respect, Hannerz, paraphrasing oscar Lewis' says

that rslum children soon absorb the va;lues and attitudes of their subculture

so that they may not be able later to .take advantage of increased opportunltles,r'

andr,once the culture of poverty comes"into existence, it tends to perpetuate

Itse.lf In nevr generationsrr (10:l8l).

.:lndeed, to the extent that people currently on welfare have parents who

have been on welfare and children who are on welfare, this proposition can be
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documented. In a Greenleigh study in 1964, over 43 percent of farnilies then

on AFDC had parents who had been dependent at some time (8232\- In Podellrs

study of New York city, only l! percent of the mothers on welfare reported

that their parents had been assisted at some time (ZSzZ8l, but the Burgess and

prlce national study of 1960 reported that lr0 percent of adults in their ADC

sanple ,,had been reared in hornes in which some form of publ ic aid had been re-

celved: at some tlmer' (229il. Podellrs study also indicated that about one-

fourth of the rpthers on welfare had at least one slbling on welfare at the

time of the study (zS:28).

From these accounts, it seems that welfare is both faniliar and acceptable

In many lovler-class cormunities. The alleged stigma that supposedly acts as a

deterrent to the use of welfare in some other types of areas may not be a perti-

nent factor here. There is a difference between stigma from the overall com-

munlty and stigma from oners oh,n cofimunity, particularly if it is a thetto com-

munlty. Although stigma may florrl frorn the outside cormunlty to the welfare re-

clpient, the effect may be nullified by the lack of stigma in the lrmediate

envi rotment.

The extent to which work for women is a cormunlty norm' in the same way

that welfare appears to be in ghetto areas, is not clear. Goodman atternpted

to correlate welfare stigma with employment on the basis of the notion that

AFDC recipients may not work because welfare is an acceptable alternatlve (not

stigrnatlzing) or that they do work because welfare is stigmatizing. He reported

as follows:
The amount of employment is not positively correlated with
the feeling that receiving welfare is socially stigmatlz-ing.
0n the confrary, respondeits with the longest records of

"rpioyr"nt are i"ss iikely to feel that welfare status is
,"ornid than those who woiked less of the time or not at.all
(6: | 36) .
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Although work effort among AFDC and potential AFDC recipients appears not

to be affected by the acceptability of welfare, such acceptability should

have a slgnificant impact on the use of welfare.

C. The meaning of lncome. Since the work-welfare choice Involves al-

ternative ways of obtaining income, the meaning of incqne in lower-class

culture should in some way be related to the choice. tJhereas the r^rorkfng

mlddle-class person usually derives his income from one contractual source--

a Job or business--the upper-class person probably has several sources, such

as job or business, stock market, inheritances, annulties, rents, etc. This

relatlonship to income may be seen as enterprising rather than contractual.

It ls a fom of income accrual. The lower-class person also has an enterpris-

Ing, acquisltlve attitude toward incdne, and incqne in the lower class is also

accrued.

Valentine characterizes thls relationship as fol lours: I'A great many

lndtviduals manage to garner small increments of income from several or numerous

different origins.t' He found that basic incqne sources, such as employment'

were fia;st cormonly supplemented by rrpa.rtial , supplementary welfare payments,

ganbl lng, gl fts and loans from kinsmen'and other netraprk associates, miscel-

faneous neighborhood service and odd jobs" (4!:19, 2ll. Bernardrs rrhigh usersr'

ofwelfare live a life ofrrcreatlve instability.rr They must tap many sources

and be wllling to shift gears oF rTroV€.. These high users were willing to toler-

ate Instabillty of incqne sources in order to receive the greatest refurn frqn

a variety of sources. In commenting on the unstable and unclear nature of the

st ructure of i ncome Va I ent i ne wrote :

t{e have found that the detailed phenomena of Income and occupa-
tion are qulte cornplex and frequently obscure. lt appears that
under fluctuating and marginal economic conditions' th9 actual
sources of general subsistence and occasional surplus become mul-
tlple, variid, and rapidly shifting (4S:tg).
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Incqne, then, tends to be procured in small arpunts frqn several sources'

wtrich are Incl ined to change.

Another dimension of income acquisition is its exploitative nature.

Bernard describes the financial management of her respondents as iltechniques

deslgned to protect thelr security of residence and to maximize their material

possesslonsrr (16:74). Rainwater adds:

Exploitative relations with others are the dynamic aspect of
the baslc distrust pervasive within the ghetto cormunity .
When opportunlties for exploiting others are not avallable
or are considered too dangerous, the indlvidual resigns him-
self to what comes his way and is preoccupied with the
mechanics of getting the little bit for which he has a qhance--
an ADC check or a lotr-wage job (262741

Bernard says of his respondents on wel fare: rrsome. . . were careful to

cqnply wlth regulations, but others learned the system and used it to their

ovrn best advantager, (l:65). Valentine also corments on the use of:welfare In

hls ghetto neighborhood:

A great many poor peopte put much energy and ingenulty into.
g"iting all'tirey ."n irotn'this apparatu; (the welfale system)

.,'"'I?il l::f:fi :;':il;:::, Hl]T";',ffi ' :,.:Ts;"iirril'
illicit in terms of the official rules of the system (4S:lO).

Sch,vartz and Henderson wrote of the people on or likely to be on welfare:

rtThe adaptations over generations have in,many cases become tfunctionally auto-

nomous.t They are, for many, nov, a preferred way of llfe; an aPProprlate life

style that tncludes 'bunking in,r welfare chiseling, etc.rr (ZgzUAUl.

These acquisltive, exploltative features of income retrieval that tend

to characterlze this hard-core group give rise to corollary attitudes toward

work and welfare. In thls kind of framework, work-welfare options may not be

dlchotqnous or mutually exclusive. tf the pattern is to accrue as rnuch lnconre

as possible frorn several sources, work-welfare choices may supplernent rather
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than substltute for each other, and both may become part of a still larger

Income-maintenance picture, which includes still other alternatives. The op-

tlons also may shlft and be used serially, alone, or in conjunction with other

Incqne sources at different points of time in an individual's life.

Depending upon welfare-administrative feasibllity, members of this group

could both work and receive assistance, either legitimately or illegitimately,

In an attempt to maximize total income. The risks to be taken In the latter

@urse of actlon would be tolerated in return for a larger total lncome. In

thls kind of sltuation, regular and contihuous work might be shunned as not

conpatible with a pattern of variable income accrual, and work that lends it-

self to the pattern might be utilized accordingly'

coNcLus I oNs
'

Although the perspectives reviewed here may be valld in their descriptlon

of the variables that impinge on the AFDC and potential AFDC populatlon, they

are onty partlal explanations of the choices regarding work-welfare options.

They are single, discrete influences that can be abstracted for analytic pur-

poses, but they do not in reality have the kind of direct, distinct effect that

the logic of the analysis seems to indicate. Even if all possible factors were

consldered at the same time in some kind of serial or weighted Progresslon, it

r,vould not be clear how they combined and interacted in a single individual to

effect a relevant decision. That could be clarified only by a study of the in-

divldual. What can be attempted here are some broad tentative outlines that

relate the pleces to each other in a coherent fashion.

It can be accepted as given that a large part of the adult AFDC popula-

tlon conslsts of low-skilled, low-paid female uorkers or potential urorkers who

are tled to a marginal, fluctuating job market and who have the care of chll-
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dren as a primary functlon. When women in these circumstances experlence the

loss of a male breadvuinner, when welfare is available, and when the culture

does not decry its use, then the choice to use welfare, either alone or in

conJunction with rrprk, seems natural . tn those instances when they choose

rrcrk, the work is characteristically irregular, and it may be supplercnted by

welfare or other sources, such as contributions frorn husband or frlend. tlhen

work is not avallable, pays too little, or is prevented by fanily obllgations'

welfare may become the only source of incorne for a period of tlme. Then work,

either reported or unreported, may be started again or welfare may be suppl€D€h-

ted by sources other than work

In thls view, work and welfare are not seen as mutually exclusive.

llartln Rein has pointed out that the th,o systems mesh in complex ways. He

wrltes: ,ryelfare is a form of social provision when incorne ls absent, interrup-

ted, or inadequate, and not simply a cash transfer system operating outslde the

world of workr (272397\. The sporadlc:nature of work fits in with the use of

welfare on an intermittent basis, with one cycling into the other or supplemen-

tlng the other.2 h thls regard, the Burgess and Price study pointed out that

lrregular work increased after the receipt of AFDC, since such work was consis-

tent wlth welfare status. The breakup of the marriage and the subsequent use

of per:iodic, less committed relationships is also related to the availability

and the Intermittent use of welfare.

.lf welfare status is seen as consisting of I'this complex of activities

as a wholeil (activities that include both work and welfare and other fi€ans of

lncqne malntenance), then work and welfare are not adequately conceptualfzed

2
rrThere is a small

contlnuously and a
group of stab I e

large group that
AFDC families that uses Public assistance
rotates between be i ng on and o f frt ( 28:9) .
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in terms of a dlchotomous choice. The l967 disregards of earned incqne in

AFDC should, then, eventually enlarge the proportion of hrcxnen who combine r^lork

and welfare in view of the tendency to accrue and maxlmize incotne' The contlnu-

ally fncreasing welfare-benefit levels (novr tnflated by the disregards) and

the Increaslng income frqn motherrs earning while on AFDC should also add to

the Incentlve to work and to choose work and wel fare over work alone'

Income disregards are intended to act as work incentives for welfare

reclplents, but Congress was reluctant to rely solely on Incentives' The Uork

f ncentlve Program (WtH), legislated ln 1967, attempted to mandate v''ork for AFDC

mothers. The program falled to accomplish this goal on several counts' lt gave

rlse to uneven referral practices, to discretionary tactics, and to disciepan-

cies between trainlng and job placernent. To offset these inadequacles' the

Tafmadge amendment, which became effective in JulY 1972, called forr tighter re-

ferral Eutdelines, separate units to admlnister work reglstration and certifica-

tlon, compulsory coordination between welfare offices and employment centers,

and loss of aid for recipients who did: not comply'

.lf, in effect, the grouP of employable clients in AFDC has access to

sources of income outside the public assistance system (ttcasual,rr inconsequen-

tlal,rr and unreported income), then they, as Piore says, are most I lkely to

respond to 'economic incentives rather than adninistrative procedurestr (24t22) '

In addition, both WIN and Talmadge run the risk of succumbing, in the case of

AFDC nrothers, to the vicissitudes of chi ld-rearing, thei r primary role' lJork

requlrements in such a group can never'fully succeed and can only,: in: the last

analysis, give way to cholce on the part of these mothers as to the r'vork or

welfare route that theY will take'
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